
HIGH HEAT SITUATIONS CALL FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE PREP TABLES.

“The Randell 8OOON Prep table has eliminated the heat issues I had experienced with other brands. The raised 
rail design keeps all of the ingredients at the prefect temperature — whether it is across from the pizza oven 
or on the sauté line. At the end of the shift we shut off the power to the top rail to clean and sanitize, while 
the bottom of the table stays at temp.  The health department loves our prep table almost as much as we do!”

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS ANd OTHER CREATIvE CHEF-INSPIREd SOLUTIONS, 
vISIT UNIFIEdBRANdS.NET/TESTIMONIALS OR CALL 888.994.7636

— Derek Emerson, Chef/Partner, 
Walker’s Drive-In Restaurant and 463 Local Café

James Beard Nominee,
Best Chef: South
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THE 8OOON SERIES By RANdELL —
NEvER GIvES UP IN THE HEAT OF THE KITCHEN.

Randell’s exclusive mechanically-cooled raised rail 8OOON series prep table offers easy access to all food pans while meeting 
strict food safety pan temperature requirements. It’s the most effective and efficient refrigerated prep table available.

•  Exclusive cold wall conductive cooling design transfers cold efficiently through recessed food pans — 
 instead of trying to force cold from the bottom only.

•  For food safety precautions, the raised rail is sealed to the base to prevent spills from contaminating food stored in the refrigerator 
below. And only Randell’s raised rail has a standard oversized rail drain to easily drain water and debris from inside the rail. 

•  An independent rail thermostat allows adjustment of the base and rail temperatures separately. 

•  Side-mounted compressor is cooled without exhausting hot air through the back or side of the unit. This exclusive 
 design enables the compressor to run 25° cooler, and you can build the unit in with zero clearance or curb-mount it.


